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in Sunday's Team GB Athletics Team of the Year Awards. The squad includes Jessica Ennis, who won the heptathlon in London with a personal best of 6,000 points, and Caroline Spence, who set a new world long jump record of 6.64m. They are joined by Jess Ennis, Tasha Danvers and Tania Fox in the team. See all of the nominations and votes hereTed Savas Ted Savas (June 24, 1926 – January 9, 2020) was an American football player
and coach. He served as the head coach at the University of Delaware from 1966 to 1969, at Temple University from 1970 to 1973, and at the University of Maryland from 1975 to 1982, compiling a career college football coaching record of 77–85–4. Head coaching record References External links Category:1926 births Category:2020 deaths Category:American football halfbacks Category:Delaware Fightin' Blue Hens football coaches
Category:Temple Owls football coaches Category:Maryland Terrapins football coaches Category:College track and field coaches in the United States Category:American military personnel of World War II Category:Players of American football from California Category:Sportspeople from Los AngelesQ: How to pass the value from controller to component.ts file in Angular I have a component like below: import { Component, OnInit }
from '@angular/core'; import { MatDialogRef } from '@angular/material/dialog'; import { FormService, ValidationService } from '../services/form/form.service'; import { FormComponent } from '../components/form/form.component'; import { FormComponentType } from '../components/form/form.component.ts'; import { Map } from '../services/
Category:Hydrology models Category:Hydraulic engineering Category:Hydrology softwareQ: Is there a way to get a stable environment in a nested environement? I am working with an environment that is a bit messed up, like so: Therefore, I want to avoid using an unstable environment. But, while using a stable environment would work fine, I would have a problem with the nested one, as shown below. Is there a way to force a stable
environment when using a nested environment, or another way to solve this? A: As you are in a math mode, the \eval'ed environment will be localized, so if you do the evaluation in one \in the beginning of the math mode, you should be fine. \documentclass[12pt]{article} \usepackage{amsmath} \begin{document} \begin{environment}{somemath} \begin{equation} \begin{array}{c} \text{hello} \end{array} \end{equation}
\end{environment} \begin{environment}{somemath} \eval\expandafter{\begin{gather*} \text{hello} \end{gather*}} \end{environment} \begin{equation} \begin{array}{c} \text{hello} \end{array} \end{equation} \end{document} A: Thanks to @JohnFultz for giving me the direction of using a math environment for evaluation. This is the result I finally got: This will only work in environments that use math environment (i.e. not figure
or table) for drawing the structure. \documentclass[12pt]{article} \usepackage{amsmath} \usepackage{xparse} \ExplSyntaxOn \NewExpandableDocumentCommand \myenv {smm} { \group_begin: \exp_not:n { #1 } \group_end: \group_begin: \SetMathEnv{ 2d92ce491b
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